Introduction
Among the most attractive options of facilities at the high energy frontier of elementary particle physics are high luminosity e + e − linear colliders like TESLA [1, 2] , the NLC [3] or the JLC [4] . However, going to higher energies and higher luminosity becomes a real challenge for working out Standard Model (SM) predictions of the adequate precision because of the dramatically increasing complexity of perturbative calculations. Here we consider all four fermion production processes in electron positron annihilation together with real photon emission at the tree level. These processes with 6 and 7 external particles at the tree level are described by from 10 up to 1008 Feynman diagrams in a given channel, neglecting the Higgs boson coupling to light fermion flavors, and the physical cross section is the result of a very obscure quantum mechanical interference between all these diagrams. Interesting are of course those cases where the result is dominated by a few diagrams like in W -pair production where we have three relevant "signal diagrams". However, also in these cases which allow a relatively simple physical interpretation, many other diagrams may play a role as a background contribution which affects the precise interpretation of the signal process. The latter give us information about the gauge boson parameters and the triple or quadruple gauge couplings. Similarly, the properties of the Higgs boson will be fixed by its contribution as unstable intermediate state. The most important physics cases have been reviewed in [2] , for example. A number of dominant e + e − → 4f channels have been explored experimentally at LEP-II (1996-2000) [5] and the measurements confirmed SM predictions at the level of the most relevant O(α) corrections.
In the approximation of massless fermions all possible four fermion channels e + e − → 4f have been investigated in [6] (EXCALIBUR) and those for e + e − → 4fγ in [7] (RacoonWW). Here we extend these investigations to a calculation with nonzero fermion masses. Keeping nonzero fermion masses will be important in cases where predictions at the 1% accuracy level are required [8, 9] . Finite masses also provide a natural regularization of distributions which become singular in the massless limit. Massive calculations thus provide reliable benchmarks for massless calculations with cuts. The latter are much simpler and hence much faster than calculations with massive codes. The hard bremsstrahlung processes are of interest in their own right and may be used to investigate anomalous W W γ and W W γγ couplings, for example.
Our calculation is considered to be a building block (the soft plus hard bremsstrahlung part) for a complete O(α) calculation of the processes e + e − → 4f. Such calculations have been attempted in [10] (see also [11] ). This would also extend existing calculations of W -pair production in the double pole approximation [12] (RacoonWW) and [13] (KORALW/YFSWW) (see also [14] (EEWW)) which incorporate the one-loop corrections for production of on-shell Wpairs [15] and their subsequent decay into fermion-pairs [16] .
There already exist a number of codes which allow to calculate exact matrix elements for e + e − → 4f, 4fγ for massive fermions. Some of the program packages available are general purpose packages which allow for an automatic calculation of tree-level amplitudes and for their numerical evaluation. Known programs, which may be utilized for tree-level calculations of the kind we are interested in are: GRACE/BASES [17] , MADGRAPH/HELAS [18] , CompHEP [19] (squared matrix element technique), WPHACT [20] , NEXTCALIBUR [21] (initial state radiation photons generated via the structure function approach), HELAC/PHEGAS [22] (recursive DysonSchwinger equation approach), WRAP [23] (ALPHA [24] algorithm) and O'Mega/WHIZARD [25] .
Most of the codes work on the basis of helicity amplitudes and some use the structure function approach to generate the photons. Except for NEXTCALIBUR, which is specialized to e + e − → 4f, all other programs allow to generate and evaluate amplitudes for other type of processes. For more details and comparisons we refer to the Four Fermion Working Group Report [26] .
Many channels have their own specific problems concerning numerical stability and/or efficiency and need separate consideration and optimization. We therefore present, in this paper, a different approach which is optimized for each individual channel. We present reference tables for cross section calculations at √ s = 200 GeV and 500 GeV for all leptonic, semi-leptonic and hadronic channels. The present work completes previous investigations of specific channels presented in [8, 9] .
Our calculation has to be extended to include the O(α) virtual corrections in future. Precise knowledge of the various channels is crucial for the precise determination of properties of the unstable gauge and Higgs bosons as well as to reveal possible anomalous coupling [2, 27, 28] which might exist beyond the SM.
In the following we outline our calculation, present the numerical results and end with the conclusions.
Calculation
The matrix elements of the reactions
and
are calculated by utilizing the helicity amplitude method described in [8] . As in [8] , the photon propagator is taken in the Feynman gauge while for the propagators of the massive gauge bosons we use the unitary gauge. Constant widths of the electroweak gauge bosons, Γ W , Γ Z , Higgs boson, Γ H , and the top quark, Γ t are introduced through the complex mass parameters
in the corresponding propagators
both in the s-and t-channel Feynman diagrams. The electroweak mixing parameter is kept real
This kind of parametrization is usually referred to as the fixed-width scheme (FWS). Our results presented in the next section have been obtained in the FWS. In our program ee4fγ, it is also possible to define sin 2 θ W in terms of the complex masses of (3) as
which is usually called the complex-mass scheme (CMS). The CMS has the advantage that it satisfies the SU(2) × U(1) Ward identities at tree level [7] . However, the fact that (6) makes some of the SM couplings complex quantities may become a source of discomfort. In the FWS on the other hand, all the couplings remain real. Only the electromagnetic gauge invariance is satisfied exactly, however, and this only provided that Γ t and the other fermion widths are vanishing. It should be stressed at this point, that for vanishing fermion widths, electromagnetic gauge invariance is preserved with non-zero fermion masses and with the gauge boson widths Γ W and Γ Z treated as independent parameters. If a non-vanishing top quark width is introduced through substitution (3), which is done in order to regularize the on-mass-shell pole of a top quark propagator at tree level in reactions (2) containing a single top quark in the final state, the external electromagnetic gauge invariance gets violated. It can be restored by redefining the Dirac bi-spinor representing the external top quark in such a way that it satisfies the Dirac equation with the complex top quark mass of Eqs. (3), which would obviously require a complex top quark four momentum in the phase space generation.
As the production of a on-mass-shell top quark is a rather unphysical process, one should not be to much concerned about the problem. Fortunately, as we shall see in the next section, the violation of the gauge symmetry does not lead to dramatic effects for the total cross sections of reactions (2) containing a top quark in the final state. A more realistic treatment of the top quark has to include its decay and thus requires the consideration of e + e − → 6f, 6f γ channels, which is beyond the task of the present investigation.
The hadronic channels are discussed only at the level of quark parton production. Quarkmass effects will be estimated by adopting the so-called current-quark masses in the MS scheme at a scale µ ∼ 2 GeV. This should allow us to get an idea about the size of mass effects and eventually allow us to establish suitable cuts which eliminate the mass sensitivity of quark production cross sections. In any case, taking into account mass effects, provides an improvement over calculations in the approximation of massless quarks. For observables which exhibit a substantial mass dependence of course one would have to discuss more carefully the precise physical meaning of quark masses in the given process.
Results
In this section, we will present numerical results for all the four-fermion channels of reactions (1) and (2) which are possible in the SM.
We define the SM physical parameters in terms of the gauge boson masses and widths, the top mass and width, and the Fermi coupling constant. We take the actual values of the parameters from [29] :
We assume a Higgs boson mass of m H = 115 GeV and calculate the Higgs boson width with the lowest order formula in the SM. The top quark width is assumed to be Γ t = 1.5 GeV.
For the sake of definiteness we also list the other fermion masses that we use in the calculation [29] :
We neglect the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing, i.e., we assume the CKM matrix to be the unit matrix. However, it is possible to run the program with nontrivial CKM mixing as well.
The effective fine structure constant (at scale ∼ M W ) is calculated via
utilizing the real electroweak mixing parameter sin 2 θ W defined by (5) . In ee4fγ, it is also possible to perform computations with the complex sin 2 θ W of Eq. (6) and the complex m 2 W of Eqs. (3), i.e. with the complex α W . The photon coupling to fermions and gauge bosons is given by the fine structure constant in the Thomson limit α = 1/137.0359895 and the quark-gluon strong interaction "constant" by α s (M Z ) = 0.1185.
We will apply the following set of "standard cuts" which have been proposed in [26] :
where l, q, γ, and "beam" denote charged leptons, quarks, photons, and the beam (electrons or positrons), respectively, and θ(i, j) the angles between the particles i and j in the center of mass system. Furthermore, m(q, q ′ ) denotes the invariant mass of a quark pair′ . Note that we are not applying a corresponding cut to the invariant mass of the charged lepton pairs.
The errors we will quote in the Tables below have been evaluated as follows: For each separate channel of the multichannel Monte Carlo (MC) integration the error is calculated by VEGAS [30] . This is a purely statistical error equivalent to one standard deviation. We added linearly standard deviations for all the channels used in an integration and this is what is our error. This provides a more conservative estimate for the error than for example adding up partial errors in quadrature.
Except for the check of electromagnetic gauge invariance, discussed in the previous section, we perform a few other checks. Whenever the fermion masses play no role we have reproduced the results of [7] . The matrix elements of almost all channels of the processes (1) and (2) under consideration have been checked against MADGRAPH [18] . The comparison was not simple for the channels involving a gluon exchange, since the version of MADGRAPH which we are using, generates either the electroweak or the QCD part, but not both simultaneously. In addition, for the reaction e + e − → e + e − e + e − γ MADGRAPH generates only 999 instead of all 1008 Feynman graphs. The phase space generation routines have been thoroughly checked against each other before they have been combined into a multichannel phase space generation routine. The total cross sections of the reactions (1) containing a single top quark in the final state [31] . This does not allow to estimate the absolute size of gauge violation effects caused by the nonzero widths of the unstable fermions. However, as the transition between two linear gauges, the 't Hooft-Feynman and unitary gauge, which has been numerically performed by changing the gauge parameter from 1 to 10
16 has caused practically negligible change in the cross sections at center of mass energies up to 2 TeV, typical for a linear collider, one may expect that the gauge violation effects are not very dramatic for total cross sections.
Moreover, another test of reliability of our results has been performed for several final states. We have split the cross section of the bremsstrahlung process (2) into a soft photon part σ s , which includes the photons with energies E γ ≤ ω, and a hard photon part σ h , including the contributions from photon with energies E γ > ω, and checked whether the combined bremsstrahlung cross section σ γ = σ s + σ h is independent of the photon energy cut ω [8] . In Table 1 , we illustrate this independence, which holds within one standard deviation of the MC integration, for e + e − → csτ −ν τ γ in the CMS. At the same time, in Table 1 , we see a small dependence on the cut-off parameter ω, which is at the level of about two standard deviations, for the bremsstrahlung reaction e + e − → tbτ −ν τ γ. The cut dependence is most probably induced by the violation of external electromagnetic gauge invariance caused by the nonzero top quark width, which has been introduced to e + e − → tbτ −ν τ γ in a somewhat asymmetric way, related to the fact that the top quark is regarded as on-mass-shell particle at the same time when the anti-top quark decays. It should be stressed, that the soft bremsstrahlung cross sections σ s presented in Table 1 are unphysical, as they contain the unphysical photon mass m γ . They are only given in order to show that the leading logarithmic contributions are treated properly within the CMS for reactions which do not contain nonzero fermion width and to illustrate the size of cut off dependence caused by the nonzero top quark width. As the cut dependence in e + e − → tbτ −ν τ γ is of the order of 1% of the corresponding four fermion Born cross section, one should certainly elaborate more on this issue in future, in the context of a more realistic six fermion reactions, which would treat the decay of the top quark on the same footing as that of the anti-top quark.
We compare our results for the total cross sections of e + e − → csµ those of [23] in Table 2 . As in [23] , different cuts on the photon angle with respect to the quarks θ(γ, q) or muon θ(γ, µ) are imposed while the remaining cuts are those given in (10) . For the comparison we use the physical parameters of [23] , i.e. G µ = 1.16637 × 10
GeV, Γ W = 2.04277 GeV, m µ = 0.10565839 GeV, m s = 0.15 GeV, m c = 1.55 GeV. Although it has not been explicitly specified, we assume that [23] is using α = 1/137.0359895 for the photon coupling strength. We find that the results agree perfectly within one standard deviation of the MC integration.
Our results for all channels of reactions e + e − → 4f, 4fγ possible in the SM are collected in Tables 3-7 . We present total cross sections at two center of mass energies, √ s = 200 GeV and √ s = 500 GeV, with cuts defined by (10), except for e + e − → e + e − e + e − , where we have imposed another cut on the angle between the final state electrons and/or positrons, θ(e ± , e ± ) > 5
• .
In Tables 3 and 4 , we show the results for the channels corresponding to the W + W − -pair and single-W signal. These channels are usually classified as charged current reactions. The relative magnitude of the cross sections in both tables reflects the naive counting of the color degrees of freedom, e.g., the cross sections of purely hadronic channels are about a factor 3 bigger than the cross sections of semi-leptonic channels and the latter are a factor 3 bigger than the cross sections of purely leptonic reactions. This somewhat general rule is obviously violated in reactions which receive contributions from the gluon or t-channel photon and Z exchange. Except for the channels containing heavy quarks, t and b, for lighter flavors, the fermion mass effects are not big. However, for individual channels they are of the order of a few per cent, as it has been already pointed out in [9] . It is amazing that the mass effect is inverse for e + e − → uddū and e + e − → cssc. The inversion is not due to the Higgs boson exchange, but in fact is a consequence of the cuts (10) which we imposed. The latter reduce the contribution of the s-channel Feynman diagrams to e + e − → uddū to much larger extent than to e + e − → cssc, because the cuts on the invariant mass of the quark pairs restrict the phase space much more severely for lighter quarks than for heavier ones. Without the cuts, the cross section of e + e − → uddū becomes bigger than that of e + e − → cssc, as expected. We do not show cross sections at √ s = 200 GeV for reactions containing a t-quark in the final states, as they are negligibly small [31] . Table 5 : Cross sections in fb of the purely leptonic neutral-current channels of (1) and (2) The results for the neutral current channels of reactions (1) and (2) are shown in Tables 5,  6 and 7. We list purely leptonic channels in Table 5 , semi-leptonic channels in Table 6 and purely hadronic channels in Table 7 . The cross sections in Tables 5, 6 and 7 are typically much  smaller then those of Tables 3 and 4 . Mass effects on the other hand are bigger. The stronger dependence on fermion masses can be explained as follows. The neutral-current reactions are dominated by s-channel Feynman diagrams which contain the propagator of a photon decaying into a fermion pair. This causes a ∼ 1/s f f ′ behavior of the matrix element squared and results in a relatively high sensitivity to the fermion pair threshold
There is a relatively big effect for charged lepton pairs µ + µ − , τ + τ − and much smaller effect for quark pairs, except fortt of course. This is due to the fact that there is no cut on the invariant mass of a charged lepton pair in Eqs. (10) . Again we observe an inverse mass effect in some channels, especially those containing a neutrino pair. The cross section of e + e − →ddν e ν e is bigger than that of e + e − →ūuν e ν e although the mass of the d-quark is almost twice as big as that of the u-quark. The inverse mass effect is caused by the invariant mass cut m(q, q ′ ) > 10 GeV of (10), which is more restrictive for lighter fermion pairs than for heavier ones and by the fact that there is neither an invariant mass cut nor an angular cut on a neutrino-pair. We Table 6 : Cross sections in fb of the semi-leptonic neutral-current channels of (1) and (2) at √ s = 200 GeV and √ s = 500 GeV. The cuts are those specified by (10 Cross sections in fb of the purely hadronic neutral-current channels of (1) and (2) at √ s = 200 GeV and √ s = 500 GeV. The cuts are those specified by (10 observe that the mass effects depend on cuts. They may be quite different for different choices of cuts.
Whether or not the mass effects will play a role in the analysis of the future data depends mostly on the luminosity of a future linear collider. If we assume a total integrated luminosity of 500 fb −1 they will certainly become relevant. Therefore it is better to keep nonzero fermion masses in the calculation, or test the massless fermion generators against a massive one for each given set of kinematical cuts.
If we compare the channels containing abb-orcc-pair with the channels containing lighter quark flavors, we see a clear signal of the Higgs-strahlung reaction e + e − → ZH, especially at √ s = 500 GeV, which exceeds the ZH production threshold for a Higgs boson mass of 115 GeV. In case of e + e − →bbν e ν e ,ccν e ν e , we see also a signal of a W + W − fusion mechanism of the Higgs boson production. For the final state containing abb-pair, the signal is visible already at √ s = 200 GeV and it becomes much more pronounced at √ s = 500 GeV.
As the threshold energy for e + e − →tttt is bigger than 500 GeV, we do not show its cross section in Table 7 . However, even at √ s = 800 GeV the cross section of e + e − →tttt without cuts is of the order of 10 −3 fb.
Conclusions
We have developed a program package ee4fγ which allows us to calculate in an efficient manner any process e + e − → 4f, 4fγ keeping nonzero fermion masses. Corresponding results have been investigated and discussed for all channels at reference energies √ s = 200 GeV and 500 GeV. For detailed investigations of physics at a high luminosity linear collider like TESLA, these mass effects should be taken into account. Nonzero fermion masses also provide a physical regularization of matrix elements which exhibit collinear singularities in the zero mass limit. The results thus may be used as benchmarks for calculations performed in the approximation of vanishing fermion masses which allows one to perform calculations with much less numerical efforts. Our results may be considered as part of the complete O(α) corrections which we will need to understand physics at future high energy linear colliders in a precise manner. The calculation of the missing virtual corrections to e + e − → 4f is one of the big challenges for the future.
